
Energy Efficient Windows Guide
Low-E coatings, multi-pane windows, gas fill, warm-edge spacers and advanced frames — all come 

together to keep the summer heat or winter cold outside and maximize your home’s heating, ventilation 
and air conditioning systems.
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Rating windows is important enough that both the United 
States and the United Kingdom have entire councils dedicated 
to the matter — the National Fenestration Rating Council 
(NFRC) and British Fenestration Rating Council (BFRC), 
respectively. The ratings of these councils can help you 
understand how a window might stand the test of time and 
save energy while doing it.

A high-scoring window uses various methods to prevent heat 
gain and loss, keeping the outside out and your climate-
controlled air in. According to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency’s Energy Star program, energy-efficient 
windows can save you up to 15 percent on your yearly heating 
and cooling bills.

Heat Loss and Gain Explained
Heat is energy that’s being transferred, and it happens three 
different ways:

1. Radiation. Heat is transferred via infrared light. Radiation 
is why you can feel the heat of the coals without jumping 
into the fire pit.

2. Conduction. Heat can be conducted much like electricity. 
The handle of a cast iron pan on the stove gets hot 
even though it’s several inches from the burner; this is 
conduction.

3. Convection. Hot air moving around and heating things up 
— your home’s furnace is a great example.

The Ratings and What They Mean
Windows are rated on five things:

1. U-Factor: How well the window insulates — the lower this 
rating is, the better. Values typically range between 0.25 
and 1.25. Insulation stops conductive heat loss.

2. Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC): This rating tells you 
how much of the sun’s energy is getting in and cancelling 
out your air conditioning attempts (or helping your 
heater). The scale is from zero (no solar heat gets through) 
to one (all of it does), and most windows fall between 0.25 
to 0.80. If you’re trying to stay cool, go for low ratings. If 
you want some passive solar heating, aim high and cash in 
on the radiative heat gain.

3. Visible Transmittance (VT). Loosely correlated with the 
SHGC, this rating is all about how much light gets in. If not 
much light gets through, not much heat does, either. Most 
windows fall between 0.8 and 0.2, with a score of one 
letting in all the light and zero letting in none.

4. Air leakage (AL): This one seems like it should be zero all 
the time, but it’s a window on a house, not a spaceship — 
it isn’t perfect. Industry standard is less than 0.3 cubic feet 
of air leaking per square foot of window per minute, which 
is also the number used for many building codes. Whether 
it’s hot air or cold air leaking in, it’s still convection.

5. Condensation Resistance. A score of 100 means total resistance, 
and a score of zero means you accidentally installed a sponge 
instead of a window. When water gets in and doesn’t leave, 
wood rots, and that can compromise the window’s ability to do 
pretty much everything.
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Other Tricks for Energy Efficiency
You don’t need the latest windows on the market to boost 
energy efficiency. Try these tricks:

•	 Thermal drapes. Big, heavy curtains keep the cold air 
from moving too much further than its spot around your 
window — and they block infrared light.

•	 Sealant and weatherstripping. Temporary, removable 
caulk is available for sealing up windows in the winter. 
You won’t be able to open the window until you 
remove the bead of caulk, but the lack of drafts may 
be worth it. Your windows should be well sealed and 
weatherstripped regardless of the season

•	 Covers. Cover windows with clear plastic sheeting by 
sticking double-sided tape around the frame, attaching 
the sheet of plastic tightly and then blasting it with a 
hair dryer to eliminate wrinkles and ripples. In summer, 
consider covering windows that let in too much sunlight 
with aluminum foil to block the heat rays.

•	 Solar screens. Sun-blocking screens do a great job 
stopping sunlight from cooking your home. They’re not 
quite as efficient as aluminum foil, but you get to look 
out the window.

•	 Interior shutters. Like a solid thermal curtain, interior 
shutters prevent heat transfer from making it further 
than your window. But like drapes, they keep you from 
looking out the window when closed.

•	 Storm windows. These can be installed relatively easily, 
either temporarily or permanently. Storm windows aren’t 
the best for insulation, but they stop drafts and weather 
from getting in.

Pair these tricks with energy-efficient windows, and you may 
be able to save big on heating and cooling bills.
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What Makes Windows Energy 
Efficient?
Windows have a few tricks up their jambs when it comes to 
being energy efficient:

•	 New framing materials: New materials (and creative 
combinations) used in energy-efficient window frames are 
durable, insulate well and don’t need much maintenance.

•	 Warm edge spacer: A spacer that stops conductive heat transfer 
at the edge of the glass where it meets the frame and keeps the 
panes separated.

•	 Multiple panes of glass: Windows with two or more panes 
insulate much better than single-pane windows. The gap 
between panes stops a lot of conductive heat transfer in its 
tracks.

•	 Gas fill and vacuum seal: Many energy-efficient windows have 
argon, krypton or another gas filling the space between the 
panes.	Due	to	their	higher	viscosity,	these	odorless,	colorless,	
non-toxic gases can’t move around as much inside the window, 
preventing convective heat transfer.

•	 Low-E glass: Special, low-emissivity (low-E) coatings 
reflect a lot of the infrared light, keeping radiative heat 
transfer to a minimum.


